Lesson Plans for teachers which will be used for the MeLDE ACADEMY.

Module Name: Digital Teaching and Learning
Topic Title: Social Media and Classroom Collaboration Platforms
Lesson Plan 2 – Collaborate more with Social Media Networking Sites
Duration: 45 – 60 minutes
Aim

Target Group
Facility/ Equipment

Tools/ Materials
Main Activity

This lesson explores ways of collaborating on school projects using
social networking websites.

Secondary School Students
 Classroom
 Projector – To be able to show a video
 Internet Access
 Sticky-Notes
1. Activity 1: Understanding social networking websites (15
min)
Start the lesson with a discussion– In groups of 3 discuss what social
media your students use. Discuss with the class.
2. Activity 2: Using social networking websites: Good vs Bad
(10 min)
After watching this YouTube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmf5OJ6KM9Q
ask students to work in groups and think about why they use social
networking websites.
3. Activity 3: Using Twitter to be part of the debate (15min)
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Create a Twitter hashtag. Ask students to use the hashtag you created
to express their opinions. Discuss how all of them were able to
participate to this discussion in a very short period of time without
having to worry about speaking in front of their colleagues.
Have students tweet updates throughout the week and then discuss
it with them in class the following week.
4. Activity 4: Create a social media app
(25 min)
In groups, ask students to create their own social media app that they
will only use with their peers to work on school projects. Start by
asking them to watch this YouTube tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAbDPR2QG48
or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QFuGUBHE3I
(This may not be achievable in 30 minutes but you can get the class
start planning and then continue this activity in a future lecture).
5. Wrap up (5 min)
Assessments

Test using Kahoot or Socrative - Multiple Choice, True/False, Open
answer questions
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